“Our work is never over.”
-

Kanye West

Agenda
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Empathy and Ethics of Journalism (15-20 minutes)
Misleading Statistics (20 minutes)
Dataset Types (10 min)
Finding Data! (15-20 minutes)
Identifying Important Variables (15-20 minutes)

Activities
EthicsofJournalism.com (15-20 minutes)

Purpose:
Students will learn about the ethics of journalism. This should be quick and painless. Just rip
off the bandaid and give a concise lecture.
Materials:
Whiteboard marker and a positive attitude!!
Directions:
Give a quick and S P I R I T E D lecture on these five principles of Journalism!
Truth and Accuracy
- What’s the point in journalism if what you write isn’t accurate? You should always strive to
give as much accuracy as possible.
- Students should use reliable sources with good information so their projects are accurate
enough to be relevant and useful.
Independence
- Journalists should share their own voices and not lie about influences like sponsors or
political leanings. This goes along with the truth category.
- At a place as politically charged as IMSA, acknowledging political biases or motivations is
critical to having an ethical project.
Fairness and Impartiality
- While objectivity is not always possible or even necessary, concealing or misrepresenting

opposing sides of an issue calls the truth of the article into question
- Again, IMSA is very politically charged and a lot of students may be trying to prove a point
with their research. We should prevent them from only displaying the data that they
believe proves their answer
Humanity
- Journalists are not supposed to do harm by, for example, publishing sensitive data about a
private individual. While stories may be hurtful because of their stance on an issue, they
should not do more than cause emotional reactions.
- Though it’s unlikely anyone will be dealing with sensitive information that threatens their
humanity during the IMPACT year, this is something we should teach for future reference.
Accountability
- Acknowledge errors and possible mistakes in your article and research. This helps improve
accuracy and trustworthiness.
- A lot of IMPACT students just get lazy with their projects. We need to make sure they are
doing their best work and paying attention to the little details.

Misleading Statistics (10)
Directions:
Each example in this link has a specific type of misleading statistics related to it. Read each
scenario to the class and ask them to figure out what is fishy about the scenario. Research
the different types of misleading stats so you can explain it after.
https://docs.google.com/document/d/17z17qc0IdxnYN8mA4m4u7hd3PVNE_BYznEQeqorA
t1c/edit

Types of Data Sources (10)
Purpose:
For students to be knowledgeable on the various types of data sources in preparation for
the upcoming activity.
Materials:
Site with dataset on the Naperville traffic accidents https://data.naperville.il.us/Public-Safety/Police-Traffic-Crash-Incidents/j4t2-gxr3
Directions:
Project the screen of one facilitator’s computer, making sure to zoom in enough to have at
least the google search query be clearly legible to every student. The other facilitator will
audibly ask questions to do research on a certain topic.
The facilitator on the computer (researcher) will intentionally make an error while trying to
do initial google searches regarding the topic. For example, the inquirer will ask, “Where do
people get into traffic accidents in the city of Naperville?” The researcher will conduct a
search like “Traffic accidents in the United States” which is not the correct search to
conduct. The inquirer will ask the students to help the researcher, and via guided
discussion the researcher will correctly search “Naperville IL open data” which will yield
the best results quickly.

Transition into a brief explanation of the different types of data sources: international,
national, regional, companies, charities, local businesses, auditing organizations, etc. You
can pick and choose the ones you think are the most important. Do not list them all.
Propose various situations where one would need data and ask the students which data
source would most effectively fulfill that need.
Discussion:
1. Why is it important to know the different types of sources?
2. How will this information be of use towards your research projects?
3. How does it relate to data journalism?
4. What types of data sources are going to be the most difficult?
a. The class should conclude that international data sets will be the most difficult to
access, because open data is not an established concept for every country.
Therefore, the facilitators should caution against having their group projects focus
on data outside of the U.S., or at least not in developing countries.

Finding Data! (15-20 minutes)
Purpose:
Introduce students to the concept of open data and teach how to take advantage of the
digital world for lots of data.
Materials:
Open Data - Definition and Introduction
Data.gov - Example open data source
https://guides.lib.berkeley.edu/az.php?s=14309&t=8328
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1m6GitYK4nyrMkGproDJbx3Gc_aiAD_O5svqOjs4Do
_4/edit
https://www.quora.com/Where-can-I-find-large-datasets-open-to-the-public
Directions:
Open with a quick and simple introduction (conversational/short lecture) to open data,
defining and giving examples from Materials above, data.gov is a good introductory one
with some stuff about everything. Engage in dialogue with the class on what some of the
potential benefits of open data could be, pulling from positive outcomes source above. Ask
what they want to see, and try to find it as a class. Get across how integral open data will
be both for their project and for the field as a whole. Follow this up by introducing the
many resources of data sources.
Next, talk about how you can find data from many databases and the many we have
already found. Next, teach them what to look for when they need to search on their own in
a discussion.
Discussion:
1. What should be looked for from a dataset?
a. Variables
b. Time
c. Source
2. What are good ways to find datasets on your own?

3. Have students give examples of google searches they can do to find data.
1.

Crowd Sourced Sophs Survey
https://goo.gl/forms/N6DFf7YH4ME8wKH62

